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Learning Objectives

• Recognize symptoms consistent with a depressive 

disorder 

• Understand the role and utility of rating scales in the 

assessment of depression

• Understand the initial treatment rationale when 

depression is identified



What does depression look like?
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When does it become 
pathologic?

Fatigue

Sleep 
changes

Sadness



Pathology = Functional Impairment

• Change in baseline level of functioning

• Social or occupational impairment

• Clinically significant distress



Supporting features for diagnosis 

Insomnia or 
hypersomnia

Appetite 
changes +/-

weight change

Psychomotor 
retardation or 

agitation 
(observable by 

others)

Fatigue or 
low energy

Worthlessness 
or excessive/

inappropriate 
guilt

Concentration 
deficit or 

indecisiveness

Recurrent 
thoughts of 

death 

w/wo SI

Mandatory for Major Depressive Disorder

Depressed mood 
and/or

2 weeks, most of the day
Anhedonia

Any one of these 

symptoms may be 

the patient’s chief 

complaint



Key Elements in Psychiatric History

• Are there symptoms of mania?

• Are there psychotic symptoms?

• Are there thoughts of suicide or homicide or evidence of 

self-harming behaviors?



What role do scales play in the 

assessment of depression?



Diagnosis & Screening 

• Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9)

– https://www.phqscreeners.com/

• Geriatric Depression Scale

– https://web.stanford.edu/~yesavage/GDS.html

• Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale

– https://www.fresno.ucsf.edu/pediatrics/downloads/edin

burghscale.pdf

https://www.phqscreeners.com/
https://web.stanford.edu/~yesavage/GDS.html
https://www.fresno.ucsf.edu/pediatrics/downloads/edinburghscale.pdf




Geriatric Depression 

Scale – Short Form 

Sheikh JI, Yesavage JA: Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS): Recent evidence and development of a shorter version. 
Clinical Gerontology : A Guide to Assessment and Intervention 165-173, NY: The Haworth Press, 1986.



EPDS 



Suicide Screening

Columbia-Suicide 

Severity Rating Scale 

(C-SSRS) Primary Care 

Screener with Triage 

Points

https://cssrs.columbia.e

du/documents/c-ssrs-

screener-triage-primary-

care/

https://cssrs.columbia.edu/documents/c-ssrs-screener-triage-primary-care/


Measurement-Based Care

• Patient reported outcomes as an evidence-based tool for 

assessing treatment response

Kroenke and Unutzer Closing the False Divide: Sustainable Approaches to Integrating Mental Health Services into 
Primary Care. J Gen Intern Med. 2017;32(4):404-410.



What is the typical work up when 

depression is suspected?



Diagnostic 

Work-up 

Routinely Done:

- CBC with diff

- CMP

- TSH and Free T4

- Qualitative urine pregnancy screen

- Vitamin studies (Folate, Vitamin B12, Vitamin D)

- Urine drug screen

May be indicated in specific circumstances:

- RPR

- HIV

- Head imaging, CT or MRI

- EKG 

Note: Routine laboratory testing for depression work-up does not generally contribute significantly to cost of care

Jacobson and Wilde. “Laboratory Testing and Neuroimaging Studies in Psychiatry.” The American Psychiatric 
Association Publishing Textbook of Psychiatry, 7th ed., 2019.



How do I know what treatment(s) 

to choose?



Guiding Principles

• Lowest side effect medications first

• Start low and go slow

– Dose escalation generally after 2 weeks

• Treat to symptom remission

– Incomplete symptom control with one agent is an indication 
for augmentation with a second agent

Park and Zarate. Depression in the Primary Care Setting. N Engl J Med. 2019 Feb 7;380(6):559-568.



What is a considered a therapeutic trial?

• STAR*D Trial (Sequential Treatment Alternatives to 

Relieve Depression)

• 12 weeks of citalopram

– Roughly one-third of subjects achieve remission

• Measurement-based care

– Increase dose to max tolerable or FDA max dose 

(whatever comes first)

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/funding/clinical-research/practical/stard/allmedicationlevels.shtml



Population: adult outpatients with MDD without 

psychotic features who had not achieved symptom 

remission after 12 weeks of citalopram

Intervention: continue same dose of citalopram and 1:1 

randomization to either bupropion SR dosing up to 

400mg daily or buspirone up to 60mg daily

Outcome: ~30% of patients achieved symptom 

remission; remission rates did not statistically different 

between groups

Trivedi et al. Medication augmentation after the failure of SSRIs for depression. N Engl J 
Med. 2006 Mar 23;354(12):1243-52.



Clinical Pearls

• Use associated effects of medication to your advantage

– Ex. mirtazapine

• Treat co-occurring conditions with the same medication

– Ex. duloxetine

– Ex. bupropion



American Psychiatric Association Practice Guidelines for MDD (2010)



Data Supporting Digital Psychotherapy 

• Very limited data

• BetterHelp (text, video, chat, and phone use per pt

preference) 

– users after 3 months with significant improvement in 

symptoms

• ~20% of users achieved remission (PHQ-9 score < 5)

Marcelle et al. Effectiveness of a Multimodal Digital Psychotherapy Platform for Adult Depression: A Naturalistic 
Feasibility Study. JMIR mHealth and uHealth (2019), 7(1), e10948



Black Box Warning

• FDA warning regarding SSRIs and increased risk of 

suicidal ideation and behaviors in children, adolescents, 

and adults <25y.o.



Questions and Comments



Thank you for your time. 


